Civic Engagement Team

Convene concerned individuals from the entire basin together on a periodic and regular basis to ask for public input and share successful strategies and critical information as it pertains to River improvement and conservation. #1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Action Board Liaison: Jessica Nelson*

Willing to Provide Leadership:
Forrest Peterson
Doug Malchow

Willing to Participate:
Jessie Shaffer*
Franz Kitzberger
Louis Knieper
Apollo Lammers
Greg Genz*
John Anderson
Mark Schnobrich
Julie Conrad
Jeff Nielsen
Yvonne Shirk*
Cathi Fouchi
Ben Von Korff
John Biren
Kim Musser*
Julie A. Johnson
Clark Lingbeek*
Marty Duncan
Kaitlin Culver*

*Asterisk designates current Action Board Members
# Numbers Designate Applicable Prioritized Purpose Statements